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1 Introduction

Church Slavonic (also called Church Slavic, Old Church Slavonic or Old Slavonic;
ISO 639-2 code cu) is a literary language used by the Slavic peoples; presently
it is used only as a liturgical language by the Russian Orthodox Church, other
local Orthodox Churches, as well as various Byzantine-Rite Catholic and Old
Ritualist communities. This document describes input methods that may be used
to type Church Slavonic text on a computer keyboard in different software and
operating system environments. Church Slavonic keyboard entry is necessary
for users typesetting or editing liturgical texts in Church Slavonic as well as for
researchers working with old Church Slavonic texts and manuscripts.cba

This document is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike
4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit the CreativeCom-
mons website.

2 Description of Church Slavonic Keyboard Layouts

2.1 Russian Extended Layout

This keyboard layout is intended for users who commonly use the standard
ЙЦУКЕН Russian keyboard layout and need to occasionally type text in Church
Slavonic. Level 1 and Level 2 (presented in Figure 1) are the same as in the stan-
dard ЙЦУКЕН layout used for typing modern Russian, except that the ‘ key is
mapped as the Superscript dead key (see below) instead of the letter Yo (ё). The
letter Yo is used rarely in formal Russian typography, and is often automatically
substituted by spell checking software in place of the letter Ye (е) at the request
of the user. If the Yo is needed, it may still be accessed on Level 3 by typing
AltGr ‘ . The key combination ⇧ Shift ‘ is mapped to the tilde character
()̃, which is useful for LATEX users.

This keyboard layout is a four-level layout with one dead key. Level 2 (the
Shift Level) is accessed by holding down either ⇧ Shift key. Level 3 (the AltGr
level) is accessed by holding down the AltGr key; on most systems, AltGr is the
right Alt key (this seems to be the case in Microsoft Windows), though on
some systems either Alt key functions as the AltGr key (for example, in IBUS)
while other systems may be configured to use the Ctrl key as AltGr. Level 4
(the AltGr Shift level) is accessed by holding down both the AltGr and ⇧ Shift
keys. The keyboard layout also uses the ⇬ CapsLk in the traditional manner of
providing access to the capital letters.
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Level 3 and Level 4 of this keyboard layout (presented in Figure 2) provide
access to the additional Church Slavonic characters. The characters are mapped
on these levels either to the same key as their modern Russian analogs or other
graphically similar characters on Level 1 (for example, since the letter O (о) is
mapped to J  , the letter Wide O (ѻ) is mapped to AltGr J ); or in mnemon-
ically intuitive ways (for example, the Narrow O (ᲂ) is mapped to AltGr 0 );
or in the same manner as in the Church Slavonic standard layout (below), which
allows users to interchange between the two layouts more easily.

On the space bar, three types of spaces are available: the usual U+0020 SPACE
at Space , U+00A0 NO-BREAK SPACE at ⇧ Shift Space and U+202F NAR-
ROW NO-BREAK SPACE at AltGr Space . Various Typicon symbols and
other graphical variants are mapped on Level 4.

The keyboard layout provides a Superscript “dead” key, ‘ . A dead key is
a special kind of modifier key that, instead of being held while another key is
struck (like the ⇧ Shift key), is pressed and released before the other key. The
dead key does not generate a character by itself; instead, it modifies the character
generated by the key struck immediately after. Typically, dead keys are used for
typesetting characters with diacritical marks: for example, on many keyboards
designed for the Latin script, the ‘ key is a dead key that produces the grave
accent (on such keyboards, for example, striking ‘ and then E produces è,
that is, e with a grave accent).

In the case of Church Slavonic keyboard entry, we use the term dead key in a
somewhat broader context. Instead of modifying the character generated by the
next keystroke, the dead key in fact allows the next keystroke to produce a dif-
ferent, but related, character. Striking the Superscript dead key informs the input
system that the next keystroke should produce a combining (superscript) char-
acter. Thus, striking ‘ and then C produces U+2DED COMBINING CYRILLIC
LETTER ES (◌ⷭ) instead of the character Es (с). Note that in all instances, super-
script (combining) characters entered with the dead key are renderedwithout the
Pokrytie, since this method is primarily intended for working with palæographic
editions where the use of Titlo, Pokrytie or other supralineation is inconsistent.
Any combining Cyrillic letter that has been encoded in Unicode may be accessed
via this method. For example, ‘ A produces U+A69E COMBINING CYRILLIC
LETTER EF (◌ꚞ) while ‘ ⇧ Shift A produces U+2DF4 COMBINING CYRIL-
LIC LETTER FITA (◌)ⷴ. However, striking ‘ ⇧ Shift R will not produce
anything, as a combining Ksi has not been encoded in Unicode. On some render-
ing systems (for example, in IBUS), when the dead key ‘ is struck, a dotted circle
will appear, indicating to the user that the next character will be a superscript; on
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Figure 1: Level 1 (lower row of characters) and Level 2 (upper row of characters)
of the Russian Extended keyboard layout

other rendering system, nothing will appear until after the next keystroke, and
so the ‘ key will really appear to be “dead”. Finally, striking ‘ and Space
produces U+25CC DOTTED CIRCLE. This character (◌) is used to indicate com-
bining characters in the Unicode standard and in SCI documentation.

Generally, this keyboard layout allows for typesetting modern Russian as
well as modern Church Slavonic (the Synodal recension), the Church Slavonic
of early printed Poluustav editions (the early printed books of the 16ᵗʰ and 17ᵗʰ
centuries) and Moldovan (Romanian) Cyrillic, but does not provide access to
the characters needed for researchers who work with earlier manuscripts. In
addition, the keyboard layout has not been optimized for Church Slavonic in any
way. Thus, this layout will be easy to learn for users accustomed to the standard
Russian keyboard, but typesetting large amounts of Church Slavonic text with
this layout may be tiring and inconvenient.

Figure 2: Level 3 (lower row of characters) and Level 4 (upper row of characters)
of the Russian Extended keyboard layout
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Figure 3: Level 1 (lower row of characters) and Level 2 (upper row of characters)
of the Church Slavonic keyboard layout

Figure 4: Level 3 (lower row of characters) and Level 4 (upper row of characters)
of the Church Slavonic keyboard layout

2.2 Church Slavonic ‘Standard’ Layout

This keyboard layout is designed for users who are accustomed to the standard
Russian keyboard, need to type large amounts of Church Slavonic text, and are
willing to learn a new layout. It also provides access to various characters and
graphical variants used in earlier Ustav-era manuscripts. The keyboard layout is
a four-level layout with two dead keys. For the keys used to access the third and
fourth levels, see above. The keyboard layout also uses the ⇬ CapsLk to provide
access to the capital letters, but since the capital letters have been moved to Level
3, this is now redefined as a Level 3 lock.

The layout of Levels 1 and 2 of this keyboard layout is presented in Figure 3.
Note that Level 1 follows the Russian ЙЦУКЕН layout with some exceptions: ꙋ
is mapped to the E key instead of у and ѧ is placed on the Z key instead of
я (the latter character is not used in Church Slavonic). In addition, the hard sign
(ъ) has been relocated to the 4 key instead of the ] key because it is widely
used in Church Slavonic texts. Generally, the number row provides access to the
most widely used diacritical marks and the additional Church Slavonic letters ѣ,
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і (the dot-less variant), ѡ and ѵ.
Level 2 provides access to the variant graphical forms of the Church Slavonic

letters, and not to the uppercase forms. Uppercase forms are less frequent in oc-
currence, and so they have been moved to Level 3, since Level 2 is easier to access
(holding down either ⇧ Shift key is much easier than holding down the right
Alt key, which is the standard AltGr implementation). The placement of the
variant forms is intuitive; thus є is available as ⇧ Shift T since the base
form е is mapped to the T key. For some keys, the Level 2 mapping is the com-
bining (superscript) version of the letter, and in all cases where this combining
character occurs with the Pokrytie in modern Church Slavonic, the keystroke
produces a sequence of the combining letter followed by the Pokrytie (for exam-
ple, ⇧ Shift C produces U+2DED COMBINING CYRILLIC LETTER ES and
U+0487 COMBINING CYRILLIC POKRYTIE). If in modern Church Slavonic the
combining character occurs without the Pokrytie, then the keystroke only pro-
duces the combining character (for example, ⇧ Shift L produces U+2DE3
COMBINING CYRILLIC LETTER DE). The keyboard layout also provides on
Level 2 the digraph Onik (ᲂу) as a single keystroke (⇧ Shift E ) mapped to
the sequence U+1C82 CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER NARROW O U+0443 CYRIL-
LIC SMALL LETTER U. The letter у (used in modern Church Slavonic only as a
numeral) is also provided as a standalone character at ⇧ Shift 6 . Digraphs
are also provided for the commonly used accents iso (◌҆́) and apostrof (◌҆̀) and for
the standalone forms of the decimal i (ї) and the Izhitsa (ѷ).

Level 3 and Level 4 of the keyboard layout are presented in Figure 4. The
uppercase forms of the characters mapped on Level 1 are available on Level 3
and the uppercase forms of the characters mapped on Level 2 — on Level 4. In
addition, Level 4 provides access to a number of less frequently used variant
forms such as U+1C80 CYRILLIC LETTER ROUNDED VE (ᲀ), the letter Yn used
for Moldovan (Romanian) Cyrillic (ꙟ), the Typicon symbols (such as 🕄 and 🕅)
and various typographical embellishments commonly encountered in Church
Slavonic publications. Note that three characters used for double titli and Cyril-
lic supralineation¹ are accessible: U+FE2E COMBINING CYRILLIC TITLO LEFT
HALF (◌)︮ at AltGr ] ; U+FE2F COMBINING CYRILLIC TITLO RIGHT HALF
(◌︯) at AltGr ⇧ Shift ] ; and U+FE26 COMBINING CONJOINING MACRON
(◌)︦ at AltGr ⇧ Shift - . The layout also provides quick access to Unicode for-
mat control characters used to control the appearance of ligatures and diacritical
marks: U+200D ZERO WIDTH JOINER and U+034F COMBINING GRAPHEME

¹See the discussion of supralineation in [1].
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JOINER at AltGr 1 and AltGr ⇧ Shift 1 , respectively, although in some
input systems (most notably, in IBUS), the ZWJ may also be accessed with the
mouse.²

This keyboard layout provides two dead keys: the Superscript dead key, ‘
and the Variation dead key, ⇧ Shift ‘ . As in the Russian Extended layout, the
Superscript dead key informs the input system that the next keystroke should
produce a combining (superscript) character. Thus, striking ‘ and then C pro-
duces U+2DED COMBINING CYRILLIC LETTER ES (◌ⷭ) instead of the charac-
ter Es (с). In all instances, superscript (combining) characters entered with the
dead key are rendered without the Pokrytie. Any combining Cyrillic letter that
has been encoded in Unicode may be accessed via this method. Striking ‘ and
Space produces U+25CC DOTTED CIRCLE. This character (◌) is used to in-
dicate combining characters in the Unicode standard and in SCI documentation.

The second dead key — the Variation dead key ⇧ Shift ‘ — may be used to
access various character variants that only occur in early Ustav-era manuscripts.
Pressing ⇧ Shift ‘ and then some key produces a character that is related to
the one mapped to that key. For example, ⇧ Shift ‘ T produces U+0465
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER IOTIFIED E (ѥ); pressing ⇧ Shift ‘ ⇧ Shift P
produces U+A645 CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER REVERSED DZE. The full list of
characters available via this dead key is given in Table 1.

As in the Russian Extended layout, three types of spaces are available using
this keyboard layout. In addition to the usual U+0020 SPACE produced by strik-
ing Space , striking ⇧ Shift Space produces U+00A0 NO-BREAK SPACE
and striking AltGr Space produces U+202F NARROW NO-BREAK SPACE.
These characters are commonly used for spacing around punctuation and pro-
clitic prepositions in Poluustav-era typography (see [1] for more details).

This keyboard layout has been optimized for typesetting modern Church
Slavonic liturgical texts and also provides access to the characters needed for
researchers who work with earlier manuscripts.

2.3 Russian Phonetic Extended Keyboard

Note: this layout is not available on Apple OS X systems.
This keyboard layout is intended for users who are accustomed to typing

Russian using a phonetic keyboard layout that maps Cyrillic letters to their Latin

²Note that despite its name, the Combining Grapheme Joiner (CGJ) does not join graphemes;
it is used in Church Slavonic typography to control stacking behavior of diacritical marks. Please
see [1] for more information.
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Table 1: Key sequences defined by the Variation dead key
Base Char Variant Keystrokes

в U+0432 ᲀ U+1C80 ⇧ Shift ‘ D
г U+0433 ґ U+0491 ⇧ Shift ‘ U
д U+0434 ꙣ U+A663 ⇧ Shift ‘ L
є U+0454 э U+044D ⇧ Shift ‘ ⇧ Shift T
е U+0435 ѥ U+0465 ⇧ Shift ‘ T
ѕ U+0455 ꙅ U+A645 ⇧ Shift ‘ ⇧ Shift P
з U+0437 ꙃ U+A643 ⇧ Shift ‘ P
ж U+0436 ꙉ U+A649 ⇧ Shift ‘ ;
і U+0456 ꙇ U+A647 ⇧ Shift ‘ 8
к U+043A ԟ U+051F ⇧ Shift ‘ R
л U+043B ꙥ U+A665 ⇧ Shift ‘ K
м U+043C ꙧ U+A667 ⇧ Shift ‘ V
н U+043D ҥ U+04A5 ⇧ Shift ‘ Y
с U+0441 ᲃ U+1C83 ⇧ Shift ‘ C
т U+0442 ᲅ U+1C85 ⇧ Shift ‘ N
Т U+0422 ᲄ U+1C84 ⇧ Shift ‘ ⇧ Shift N
ꙋ U+A64B ᲈ U+1C88 ⇧ Shift ‘ E
ц U+0446 ꙡ U+A661 ⇧ Shift ‘ W
ч U+0447 џ U+045F ⇧ Shift ‘ X
ъ U+044A ᲆ U+1C86 ⇧ Shift ‘ 4
ы U+044B ꙑ U+A651 ⇧ Shift ‘ S
ѣ U+0463 ᲇ U+1C87 ⇧ Shift ‘ 6
ю U+044E ꙕ U+A655 ⇧ Shift ‘ .
ѧ U+0467 ѩ U+0469 ⇧ Shift ‘ Z
ꙗ U+A657 ꙙ U+A659 ⇧ Shift ‘ ⇧ Shift Z
ѫ U+046B ѭ U+046D ⇧ Shift ‘ ⇧ Shift .
◌꙯ U+A66F ◌̅ U+0305 ⇧ Shift ‘ AltGr 5
◌҄ U+0484 ʼ U+02BC ⇧ Shift ‘ AltGr ⇧ Shift 5
◌̏ U+030F ◌̋ U+030B ⇧ Shift ‘ AltGr 7
◌᷀ U+1DC0 ◌᷁ U+1DC1 ⇧ Shift ‘ AltGr ⇧ Shift 7
. U+002E · U+00B7 ⇧ Shift ‘ /
, U+002C ⸴ U+2E34 ⇧ Shift ‘ ⇧ Shift /
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analogs. Level 1 and Level 2 (presented in Figure 5) provide access to the neces-
sary Cyrillic characters used in modern Russian. Level 3 and Level 4 of this key-
board layout (presented in Figure 6) provide access to additional Church Slavonic
characters. The characters are mapped on these levels either to the same key as
their modern Russian analogs or other graphically similar characters on Level 1
(for example, since the letter O (о) is mapped to O  , the letter Wide O (ѻ) is
mapped to AltGr O ); or in mnemonically intuitive ways (for example, the
Narrow O (ᲂ) is mapped to AltGr 0 ).

On the space bar, three types of spaces are available: the usual U+0020 SPACE
at Space , U+00A0 NO-BREAK SPACE at ⇧ Shift Space and U+202F NAR-
ROW NO-BREAK SPACE at AltGr Space . Various Typicon symbols and
other graphical variants are mapped on Level 4.

The keyboard layout also provides a Superscript “dead” key, ‘ , which func-
tions in the same way as in the other layouts. For example, striking ‘ and then
S produces U+2DED COMBINING CYRILLIC LETTER ES (◌ⷭ) instead of the
character Es (с). Note that in all instances, superscript (combining) characters
entered with the dead key are rendered without the Pokrytie, since this method
is primarily intended for working with palæographic editions where the use of
Titlo, Pokrytie or other supralineation is inconsistent. Any combining Cyrillic
letter that has been encoded in Unicode may be accessed via this method.

Generally, this keyboard layout allows for typesetting modern Russian as
well as modern Church Slavonic (the Synodal recension), the Church Slavonic
of early printed Poluustav editions (the early printed books of the 16ᵗʰ and 17ᵗʰ
centuries) and Moldovan (Romanian) Cyrillic, but does not provide access to the
characters needed for researchers who work with earlier manuscripts. Note that
the keyboard layout has not been optimized for Russian or Church Slavonic in
any way and is intended primarily for non-Russian speakers needing to type
Russian or Church Slavonic.

2.4 Church Slavonic Glagolitic

Note: this layout is available only to users of GNU / Linux.
This layout is designed for entering Glagolitic text and is based on the stan-

dard ЙЦУКЕН Russian keyboard. Level 1 offers the Glagolitic analogs to the
Cyrillic characters used in modern Russian and Level 2 offers their capitalized
alternatives (though this is not very useful, since early Glagolitic was not a bi-
cameral script). See Figure 7 for the key mappings.

Level 3 and Level 4 of this keyboard layout (presented in Figure 8) provide
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Figure 5: Level 1 (lower row of characters) and Level 2 (upper row of characters)
of the Phonetic keyboard layout

Figure 6: Level 3 (lower row of characters) and Level 4 (upper row of characters)
of the Phonetic keyboard layout
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Figure 7: Level 1 (lower row of characters) and Level 2 (upper row of characters)
of the Glagolitic keyboard layout

Figure 8: Level 3 (lower row of characters) and Level 4 (upper row of characters)
of the Glagolitic keyboard layout

access to certain additional Glagolitic characters. There is likewise a Superscript
“dead” key, ‘ , which provides access to the Glagolitic superscript (combining)
characters. For example, striking ‘ and then C produces U+1E014 COMBIN-
ING GLAGOLITIC LETTER SLOVO (◌𞀔 ) instead of the character Slovo (ⱄ). In all
instances, superscript (combining) characters entered with the dead key are ren-
dered without the Pokrytie. Any combining Glagolitic letter that has been en-
coded in Unicode may be accessed via this method.

This keyboard layout allows for typesetting Glagolitic texts without needing
to learn a new keyboard layout, but it has not been optimized in any way for
typestting Glagolitic text.
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3 Installation Instructions

3.1 Microsoft Windows

On Microsoft Windows, keyboard layouts are stored in keyboard layout DLL’s,
which are located in the standard System32 directory of Windows. On most Win-
dows installations, the actual path to this directory is C:\Windows\System32 or
C:\WinNT\System32. The names of all layout files usually begin with kbd and
have the .dll extension. In addition to installing the DLL in the relevant path,
the new keyboard layout must be registered in the Windows Registry under the
key HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Keyboard Layouts. All of this
means that Windows keyboard layouts are actually quite complicated pieces of
software. Luckily, Microsoft provides the free Microsoft Keyboard Layout Cre-
ator (MSKLC) tool for editing keyboard layouts (see below) and generating the
DLL’s and installation programs.

To install either the Church Slavonic standard or the Russian Extended key-
board under Windows, download the relevant ZIP archive from the Slavonic
Computing Initiative (SCI) website and follow these instructions:

1. Extract the ZIP archive to some location, for example, to C:\Users\jblow\
Documents\keyboard

2. Go to the bin directory of the files you extracted, for example: C:\Users\
jblow\Documents\keyboard\bin

3. Run setup.exe.
4. The program will install the keyboard drivers and you should see a mes-

sage as in Figure 9.
After installation, the Language Bar should appear. You can access the Lan-

guage Bar by clicking on the language code next to the clock in the lower right
hand corner of your screen (if your default language is English, the language
code will be ENG). To switch between different keyboard layouts, select the de-
sired keyboard layout in the language bar or type the keyboard layout switch-
ing shortcut on your keyboard. The default shortcut is pressing the Windows
key and Space simultaneously. You can change this shortcut by clicking on
Language preferences in the Language Bar (see Figure 10). Note that because
Microsoft does not recognize Church Slavonic as a valid language, the keyboard
layout will be displayed as Russian; in addition, some software will automatically
set the language of your text to Russian when this keyboard layout is selected.
If you find this “feature” annoying, please write to Microsoft and tell them to
add Church Slavonic to the list of valid languages. Please note that the authors
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cannot provide any support for Microsoft products.
The keyboard layout may be uninstalled like any other program by going to

Uninstall a program in the Windows Control Panel. Note that since keyboard
layouts are DLL’s, we suggest that you restart your system after uninstallation
so that Windows can purge any no longer needed DLL’s. This is especially nec-
essary if you wish to uninstall the keyboard layout and install a later version or
another layout.

Figure 9: Installing Church Slavonic keyboard drivers in Microsoft Windows 8

3.2 Apple OS X

Keyboard layout drivers for Apple OS X are basically simple XML files in a spe-
cific format with the .keylayout extension.³ For some added functionality, the
XML file may be bundled with some additional information — metadata describ-
ing the keyboard layout and icon files for the flag displayed on the language bar
— into an archive with a .bundle extension. Though, in principle, these files can
be created by hand (using a text editor), the simplest way to generate keyboard
layouts is by using the Ukelele app (see the section on editing, below).

³Support for .keylayout files has been available since version 10.2 (Jaguar).
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Figure 10: The Language bar in Microsoft Windows 8

To install either the Church Slavonic standard or the Russian Extended key-
board under Apple OS X, download the relevant ZIP archive from the Slavonic
Computing Initiative (SCI) website and follow these instructions:

1. Open the ZIP archive
2. Extract the relevant .bundle file (for example, Church Slavic.bundle).
3. To install the keyboard layout for just yourself, copy the .bundle file to the

Keyboard Layouts subfolder of the Library folder of your home folder. (If
the Keyboard Layouts subfolder does not exist, create it.)

4. To install the keyboard layout for all users on the machine, copy the
.bundle file to the Keyboard Layouts subfolder of the Library folder at
the top level of your start‐up disk.

5. In either case, log out of your session and log back in.
6. After logging in, go to System Preferences and open the Language & Text

pane.
7. Click Input Sources.
8. Check the box next to Church Slavic (or Russian - Extended), as seen in

Figure 11. This installs the keyboard layout.
When the keyboard layout is installed, a Russian flag (for the Russian Ex-

tended layout) or a green and red Moscow Patriarchate flag (for the Church
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Figure 11: Adding Church Slavonic keyboard entry to Apple OS X Mountain Lion

Slavonic layout) will appear in the upper right hand corner of your screen (next
to the clock and volume control). Clicking on this flag allows switching key-
board layouts and accessing keyboard and language preferences. Note that some
software (especially software created by Microsoft) attempts to match your key-
board input language and font; since some of this software does not recognize
Church Slavonic as a valid input language, this may cause problems. We suggest
disabling this “feature”. For example, if you are using Microsoft Word for Mac,
follow these instructions:

1. Open Microsoft Word.
2. In the Word menu, go to Preferences.
3. Open the Edit pane.
4. Uncheck the box next to Match font with keyboard and click OK.
If you are still having problems with Microsoft Office products, please write

to Microsoft and tell them to add Church Slavonic to the list of valid languages.
You can also try using a different office suite, such as LibreOffice. Please note
that the authors cannot provide any support for Microsoft products.

The keyboard layout may be uninstalled by simply deleting the .bundle file
located in the Keyboard Layouts folder (see above).
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3.3 GNU/Linux

Under GNU/Linux and other Unix-like operating systems, Church Slavonic key-
board entry is provided by the Intelligent Input Bus (IBus), a full-featured and
user-friendly input method user interface. Note that it is not possible to provide
keyboard entry for Church Slavonic using X keyboard extension (XKB) directly
because of limitations in the XKB architecture. So you must install IBus and
set it to be your default input method. The Church Slavonic data are provided
for IBus via the m17n database. The m17n library realizes multilingualization for
GNU/Linux and other Unix-based applications. The Slavonic Computing Initia-
tive maintains the package m17n-cu, which provides Church Slavonic data for
the m17n library.

On Debian-based systems such Ubuntu and Linux Mint, the Slavonic Com-
puting Initiative provides a packaged .deb file that can be installed via the pack-
age manager. For other systems, you will need to download the m17n-cu source
from the Slavonic Computing Initiative website or the GitHub repository.
For Debian-based systems such Ubuntu and Linux Mint:

1. Add the SCI repository to your software sources by editing your /etc/
apt/sources.list file and adding the entry
deb http://www.ponomar.net/apt/ ./ # Slavonic Computing Initiative

2. Verify the GPG key by running
wget -q http://www.ponomar.net/apt/public.gpg -O- | sudo apt-key add -

3. Update your list of packages: sudo apt-get update
4. Install m17n-cu: sudo apt-get install m17n-cu. This will also install the

m17n-db package, if not already installed.
On other systems, download the m17n-cu package as either a ZIP archive

or Tarball and extract its contents to some directory in your home folder (for
example, /home/jblow/m17n-cu/). Then install the m17n data:

1. Check that the m17n database data (usually packaged as m17n-db) were
properly installed in your /usr/share/m17n/ directory. (You can run
ls /usr/share/m17n/ to double check). If the data are installed to some
other location, you will need to edit Makefile and point it to the correct
path for your m17n data. See the INSTALL file for details.

2. Now install the additional Church Slavonic m17n data from our m17n-
cu package. To do this, in the directory where you have downloaded the
files of this package, run: sudo make install DESTDIR=/. This command
copies cu-kbd.mim and a number of other data files to your m17n data
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directory.
Then, on all GNU / Linux systems you will need to configure IBus. To do this,
proceed with the following steps:

1. Install the ibus-m17n package for your distribution. This is probably
provided by your package manager, for example, on Ubuntu and other
Debian-based systems, you can install this package by typing sudo apt-
get install ibus-m17n in the Terminal shell. Alternatively, you may
download the latest version of ibus-m17n from the IBus project website.

2. Once you have installed ibus-m17n, you will need to run im-config and set
IBus to be your default intput method. This process is shown in Figure 12.

3. Log out from your X session and log back in. (Actually, this may not be
necessary).

4. Load the Slavonic input method. From the Terminal shell, run ibus-setup.
This is illustrated in Figure 13.

‣ On the Input Method tab, check Customize active input methods.
‣ Click on Select input method.
‣ Click on Show all input methods.
‣ Scroll down and select Church Slavic; Old Slavonic; Old ... for

the Church Slavic standard keyboard (select the kbd (m17n) or
glag (m17n) variants) or Russian for the Russian Extended keyboard
(select the ext (m17n) variant for ЙЦУКЕН or phonext (m17n) vari-
ant for phonetic keyboard)

‣ Click Add
‣ Click Close

Installation should be complete at this point. By default, IBus can be turned
off and on by pressing Ctrl and Space on the keyboard. By default, you
can switch between input methods by pressing Ctrl ⇧ Shift Space . You
can customize these keyboard shortcuts by running ibus-setup and changing
the options on the General tab. To uninstall the Church Slavonic keyboard lay-
outs, the m17n-cu data, IBus or other components, follow the instructions in the
INSTALL file that comes with m17n-cu. If you installed on a Debian-based system
through the package manager, you can simply run sudo apt-get remove m17n-
cu.

While the authors do not provide technical support, community-based sup-
port for m17n-cu is available on the Slavonic Computing Initiative mailing list
sci-users. To subscribe to this list, visit the SCI website at http://sci.ponomar.
net/support.html. Please do not ask for help with Microsoft products.
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Figure 12: Setting IBus to be default input method on GNU/Linux and other Unix-
based operating systems

Figure 13: Selecting an input method with IBus
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4 Editing the Keyboard Layout

All programs provided by the Slavonic Computing Initiative are free software
and are always distributed with any relevant source codes. You are allowed to
modify and/or distribute this software as you see fit under the terms of the GNU
General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation (either ver-
sion 3 of the license, or, at your choosing, any later version). A copy of the GNU
General Public License is found in the LICENSE file or may be downloaded from
the Foundation’s website. SCI makes software available freely with the purpose
of allowing you to make the software more useful as you see fit. There may be
reasons to change the standard keyboard layouts provided by SCI. For exam-
ple, you may be working on typesetting a Church Slavonic manuscript in which
palatalized characters like ҥ occur frequently or which often use iotated char-
acters like ѩ. Having these frequently occurring characters accessible only via
a dead key may be not be efficient or convenient and you may wish to remap
them to Level 3 (or even Level 1) of the keyboard layout. To make changes to the
keyboard layouts, follow the instructions below.

4.1 Microsoft Windows

The Microsoft Windows packages provided by SCI are shipped with the source
code files which have a .klc extension. For example, cu-kbd.klc is the source
code file for the Church Slavonic standard layout. To edit these files, you need
to install the Microsoft Keyboard Layout Creator (MKLC) application, which
may be downloaded from the Microsoft website. Note that to run MKLC, you
will need to install Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 (which includes the code for
.NET Framework 2.0); the software will not work with .NET Framework 4.0 or
later. Once you have installed MKLC, open the cu-kbd.klc source code file with
the program and make any changes you need. You can generate the keyboard
layout DLL’s by selecting Build DLL and Setup Package from the Project
menu. Note that you will receive an error message Verification failed …
Would you like to see the log? Click on No to continue the build process.
The MKLC program will build the DLL’s, the Windows installer packages, and
the setup.exe wrapper into the directory you specify. The error message occurs
because the language of the keyboard layout is set to Russian but characters
are mapped on the keyboard layout that are not part of Microsoft’s standard
windows-1251 codepage for Russian. If you find this error message annoying,
please write to Microsoft and tell them to add Church Slavonic to the list of valid
languages.
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4.2 Apple OS X

The OS X keyboard layout file with the .bundle extension may be edited using
the Ukelele app, which is provided by SIL International. The app may be down-
loaded from the SIL website. Ukelele stands for Unicode Keyboard Layout Editor
and is compatible with OS X versions 10.2 and later. Ukelele is a self-contained
application, and so to install it you only need to download the Ukelele disk image
from SIL and then drag and drop the Ukelele application from the disk image into
the Applications folder on your computer. To edit the keyboard layout, open the
relevant .bundle file with Ukelele, make any changes that you need, and save
the file. Then, follow the instructions above to install the .bundle file into your
Keyboard Layouts folder. SIL provides extensive documentation for Ukelele (in
PDF format) on the Ukelele disk image, and we encourage you to read this docu-
mentation in order to familiarize yourself with the application and the keyboard
layout design process on Apple systems.

4.3 GNU/Linux

The keyboard layout files in the m17n-cu package are the files with the .mim
extension. These files may be edited using any standard GNU/Linux text editing
utility, such as the GNU Text Editor (gedit), emacs or vi. The files describe the
keyboard layout using a syntax that resembles the LISP programming language.
Documentation for this syntax is available on the m17n project website. The basic
key mapping structure is a two-part list where the first element is a code for the
keystroke and the second element is a code for the character or characters. For
example, the syntax ("B" 0xA675) maps the keystroke ⇧ Shift B to the
character U+A675 (◌ꙵ). Keystrokes on Level 3 and Level 4 are specified via A-*
syntax. Thus, the syntax ((A-m) 0x042C) maps the keystroke AltGr m to
the character U+042C (Ь) while the syntax ((A-M) 0xA67F) maps the keystroke
AltGr ⇧ Shift M to the character U+A67F (ꙿ). Since the documentation on
the m17n project website is quite technical, we suggest studying the code for
cu-kbd.mim in some detail as well. There is no compilation process; to use your
edited keyboard layout, copy the ready .mim file into the m17n library directory
(this is usually /usr/share/m17n/) and restart your X session. Then follow the
instructions above to load the data into IBus. If you have questions, write to the
sci-users mailing list (see above).
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